The Harvard community has made this article openly available. Please share how this access benefits you. Your story matters In place of Borges's naively self-hating Anglo-Saxon and everyone else's visionary nationalist, I propose an altogether different interpretation for La3amon and his poetic strategy. In this article I argue that there is no need to reconcile the style and content, because the disparity is consistent with an ambivalence toward the past which La3amon demonstrates throughout his chronicle and which can be seen as part of a wider cultural ambivalence in twelfth-and thirteenth-century England.3 The players in his history (primarily the Anglen and Brutten) are defined not by nation but by race, and the unifying principle of his history is not nationhood but divine providence, as La3amon's Ambivalence interpreted by the historiographic typology begun by Gildas and continued through Bede and Geoffrey of Monmouth. Before discussing these issues, however, it is important to establish more precisely La3amon's relation to his Anglo-Saxon past, especially to the Old English literary tradition. Following E. G. Stanley's persuasive discussion of La3amon's antiquarian sentiments, I begin by exploring the extent to which La3amon was successful in recalling the Old English heroic ethos and the extent to which his efforts fall short. I restrict the discussion to battle scenes, which traditionally have been a prime hunting ground for evidence of continuity, though they also reveal a range of important, irrecoverable losses, which have drawn much less attention.
was available is not proof that La3amon read any part of it or used it in shaping his verse, but glosses in the "tremulous" hand of Worcester provide independent confirmation that these texts were read in the thirteenth century. According to S. J. Crawford, this glossator "was a good Latin scholar (the majority of his glosses are in that tongue), acquainted with AngloNorman, and, what was becoming rarer, he possessed a competent knowledge of Old English -at any rate of the prose speech. Unfortunately we have no evidence that he was interested in poetry. On his own lines, he deserves to be mentioned with his (probably) slightly younger and more romantic contemporary La3amon."24 Glosses in his distinctive hand show that he read extensively in Old English texts; they appear in sixteen of the thirty-five Worcester manuscripts listed in Ker's Catalogue, including all six collections of homilies mentioned earlier, Bede's Historia ecclesiastica, two translations of Gregory's Dialogues, and two translations of Gregory's Pastoral Care.25 Another measure of his interest in Old English is found in Worcester Cathedral MS F. 174, the only manuscript in which the "tremulous" hand is the text hand. It contains a fragmentary copy of AElfric's Grammar and Glossary, but it has the additional interest of a possible clue about the influence of Old English on early Middle English verse, because the glosses are followed by two early Middle English pieces in rhythmical alliteration copied out in the same tremulous hand.26 The first is a short fragment in rhythmical prose beginning "Sanctus Beda was iboren her," and the second is the poem The Soul's Address to the Body. 27 There is no evidence that the "tremulous" glossator had any influence on La3amon, just as there is no solid evidence that La3amon read any of the Old English manuscripts at Worcester. It is also possible that the glossator and La3amon were independent eccentrics, without a supporting literary environment. But it is at least as likely that their activities represent two parts of a movement that promoted and sustained an interest in Anglo-Saxon scholarship and literature. We know that the two extant copies of the Brut could not be the only ones made, a fact that gives evidence of a wider 24 audience, but the "tremulous" glosses show that the older language was already less accessible to thirteenth-century English speakers.
This discussion of Old English sources is not intended to obscure the influences that other studies have put forward, such as French, Anglo-Norman, and Latin verse,28 or, for that matter, an oral tradition of alliterative verse.29 It is only meant to show that the evidence for the influence of Old English verse is at least as extensive as any other influence except Old English rhythmic prose. La3amon turned this diversity of influences entirely to his advantage by using them to create a verse style that could adapt to a variety of modes within a long historical narrative, from the straightforward chronicling of genealogies, births, deaths, and the successions of rulers to more imaginative passages such as journeys, rebellions, battles, and dialogues. La3amon had no English chronicles or narratives to follow as models.30 After the late-twelfth-century Ormulum, the Brut is the first long poem in the English language ("long" according to Middle English standards; the Old English Beowulf and Genesis are far shorter). The implications of this simple fact are significant: with no precedent to guide him, La3amon had to improvise a verse style that could accommodate the demands of this new English genre without lapsing into metrical tedium over so many thousands of lines. While alliterative verse and prose were dominant influences, he drew from a range of genres and literatures to introduce flexibility and stylistic variation. His approach was eclectic and practical. And while his mixed style has received qualified praise from modern readers, any assessment of his technique should begin by considering it as a response to the demands of sustained narrative never encountered before in English poetry. A measure of his success can be seen in comparison with Orm, the author of Ormulum, who arrived at a style that can charitably be described as monotonous. If nothing else, the Brut's style as a whole is more engaging, and many modern readers have found passages worthy of genuine admiration. La3amon's success in forging a viable verse style may be one of the least appreciated achievements in early Middle English.
Perhaps the most distinctive characteristic of the Brut is that the verse, so innovative in some respects, seems to preserve old-fashioned features in diction and in the alliterative line. But it is difficult for modern readers to know how much of it thirteenth-century readers would have considered archaic. In his useful study of La3amon's language and orthography, E. G. Stanley approaches this question by making a crucial distinction between the archaic and the archaistic. While the "archaic" preserves genuine early forms, "the archaistic is merely imitative of the archaic, and derives from it by a deliberate act of recreation." He also speculates that archaistic spellings may fall into two categories: "one kind is akin to record forgeries, the other is akin to sentimental ye olde spellings; and it may not be easy to keep these two kinds apart."31 The first kind is deceptive, the second is a curiosity; this second kind accounts for more than a few of the archaisms in La3amon's language and orthography.
Our 52 "Alight from your horses and stand on your legs and cut off your long spears and make them short and strong; cut off the short end of your shields, and we will either live or lie dead in front of you. And let every good man steel himself, because all the poor will become wealthy here." The connotative meanings of ellen and onmod depend to a large extent on the heroic ethos, so that explicit mention of honor is superfluous. This ethos seems to be beyond La3amon's recall, and his failure to evoke it is not limited to exhortations. The same shortcomings emerge in the second kind of direct speech, the heroic boast. In Old English poetry a boast, usually expressed either as beot or gielp, is a formal utterance that combines the meanings of boast, promise, and vow.61 When Beowulf, for instance, boasts that he will kill Grendel in hand-to-hand combat, he is honor bound to fulfill his beot or die in the effort.
And if Grendel kills him, his honor is not diminished. In Maldon the warriors who stay to fight after Byrhtnoth has been slain are reminded of their boasts by AElfwine:
Gemunu ba mala be we oft at meodo spraecon, bonne we on bence beot ahofon, haele on healle, ymbe heard gewinn; nu maeg cunnian hwa cene sy. This nationalist argument rings hollow because it suppresses the very opposition that La3amon sustained with such great and deliberate effort. The two key terms, irony and nationalism, are in different ways inapplicable to La3amon. No one argues that he was a consciously ironic poet.73 Irony is part of the modern critical reception, yet it is precisely this irony that La3amon's nationalism is invoked to reconcile; unlike the irony, nationalism is considered a conscious part of his narrative strategy. Nationalism is difficult to define, but it is a sentiment that follows the shift of loyalties from the family, local community, or religious group to the state.74 Conversely the 70 R. S. Loomis claims La3amon "forgot about his promise to the reader": "Ironically enough, the poet who set out to celebrate the noble deeds of the English followed through to the end a book in which that race is held up for execration.... Ironically, too, it uses the language, the poetic form, and the style of the people it disparages" ("Layaman's Brut," p. 105). Derek Pearsall sees it arise from confusion: "there is no doubt that La3amon is at odds with himself for half the poem, confused to know where to place his sympathies" (Old English, p. 110). 71 Swanton, Before Chaucer, p. 176. Most studies are not as explicit as Swanton, but use "national" in an imprecise way. 72 Ibid. 73 Shepherd, for example, writes that "it was possible for an English poet, born not much more than a century after the Conquest and writing in English and retaining some knowledge of Old English poetic methods, to take over the whole story of Brutus's Britain and present it without irony as the heroic record of his own race" ("Early Middle English Literature," p. 80). The phrase "without irony" implies irony from a modern perspective. 
